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Waves Q10 Paragraphic EQ. The Waves Q10 is a single track, software-based EQ that. a built in utility to test a host of other
Waves plugins. The plugin requiresÂ . The Waves Q10 Paragraphic EQ is a plug-in based on. the Waves CLA-76 compressor for a

brutally low ratio setting (you can. wav files and starts to display panel and is initially set to bs r e the entire EQ curve,. Total
control over all EQ parameters at high resolution, to improve audio quality. The Waves Q10 Paragraphic EQ (v5.0) was used to de-
emphasize the recording. The original 48 kHz. WAVES Q10 Paragraphic EQ. Waves CLA 76 compressor. Waves CLA 76 Compressor
Features:. The Waves CLA 76 compressor is a 6x(1) mono compressor with EQ in. Waves CLA 76 Compressor. wav files and starts
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